Reportage photography

Reportage photography - a special type of photography, combining landscape, portrait, home,
and other genres of photography. The main objective reportage photography is to convey the
atmosphere of the event, to capture it in the faces, emotions and attitudes. Sequential shooting
mode use when covering concerts, cultural events, tragic events, sports games, corporate
parties, anniversaries and celebrations.

Photographer should reflect these events properly, that is transfer the right atmosphere, the
drama and passions. The audience should be able to see the event through the eyes of a
witness and get that experience, together with its participants unique moments.

Feature of reportage photography is that the photographer can not tell its model or group of
people how to properly stand up, to obtain a good picture. Reportage photography - it is the seal
of a dynamic and rapidly changing events, which allow you to convey a certain idea and create
a sense of fairness and objectivity. Do not have time to catch a bright, dynamic moment - and
all that it did not return. Especially for a photographer , no one will pose for the second time
.Reportage photography - one of the most difficult genres to the photographer, because in
addition to technical skills, important skills and experience is very important.

For high-quality reportage photography, you must have fast response and the ability to see
certain events through the lens of the camera. Professional intuition and experience are always
in the prompt reportage photography, which will happen in the next minute. Because of this he
can be pre-prepared for the possibility to capture the most interesting moment. Ordinary photos
of participants can be not too bright and too simple where it was held.

Scope of reportage photography today is quite extensive. This is not only the military reports
from the "hot spots" of the planet or political coverage, to which we have long been accustomed
to. It is also shooting a variety of public events, conferences, presentations, sporting events and
children's holidays. Photos should cover the most vivid and climactic moments, creating a
coherent and memorable picture.

Thus, reportage photography - is a documentary coverage of events with the help of modern
photo opportunities. This is a photo report from the scene to help the viewer to experience the
atmosphere of the event and the mood of its participants. To create a good reportage shots the
photographer should have a certain sensitivity and insight to action, to be at the right time in the
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right place.

The work of our photographers, you can see here .

Order reportage photography on our website or by telephone.
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